In Memory of Anthony Arico
   Moore-Pike Nursing Home
   Sean and Pam Meier
   Jim and Karen Arico
   Stacy Kenney
In Memory of Melba Benn
   Joyce Megown
In Memory of Donna Biggs
   Joyce Megown
In Memory of William T. Brown, Sr.
   Leo N. Cloninger
In Memory of Gwen Chrisman
   Moore-Pike Nursing Home
   Sean and Pam Meier
In Memory of Ruth Ann Elliott
   Sharon Love
In Memory of Kinley Elzea
   Kevin and Sonya Gilbert
In Memory of Paul Gollaher
   Sean and Pam Meier
In Memory of Phillip Grote
   Fern Grote
In Memory of Robert L. Harpole
   Brian Pinkstaff
In Memory of Muriel Hogue
   Clayton and JoEllen Storch
In Memory of Jim Hubert
   Cropbuilders Plus Inc.
   Frank and Carol Fanning
In Memory of Charlien Lawless
   Moore-Pike Nursing Home
   Sean and Pam Meier
In Memory of Jerry McDannold
   Joyce Megown
In Memory of Nolan Miller
   Susan Orf
   Joyce Megown
   Clayton and JoEllen Storch
   Frank and Carol Fanning
   Jackie and Janie Haley
In Memory of Raymond Phipps
   Aubrey and Wanda McFarland
In Memory of Mike Reid
   Rebecca Glenn
In Memory of Lois Anne Smith
   Dr. and Mrs. Phillip Pitney
   Sean and Pam Meier
In Memory of Vicky Lynn Woods
   Jesse E. Woods
In Memory of Roy Woods
   Sharon Love

General Donations
   Vietnam Veterans of America Chapter
   Amy Kristof-Brown
   Mike Schuckenbrock
   Glen Hickerson
   Donald Meyer
   Damon Luebrecht
   Ben Schuckenbrock
   Amy Deters
   Susan Thurmon

Donations received by Pike County Hospice will be used to benefit Pike County residents dealing with terminal illness.

The Home Care & Hospice Foundation was created to meet, as necessary, the gap between the agency’s income and costs, staff education, and training, equipment purchases and maintenance, facility improvements and fundraising costs, with an overall objective to provide high quality healthcare to every area citizen regardless of ability to pay. The Foundation Board is made up of area citizens and staff, who study needs and opportunities, plan fundraising, and set goals and time tables for implementation of activities.
Dear Reader,

In an effort to keep you informed and educated on what the Home Care & Hospice Foundation does to serve the patients of Pike County Home Health & Hospice; we have created a visual report for the year 2016 that we hope you will enjoy. Inside this report you can find:

- History of the Foundation
- Statistics/How Donations are Utilized
- Meet the Board and Staff
- Upcoming Events & Updates
- The Generous Donors of 2016
- and MORE!

This 30 page report is a beautiful new addition to the Annual Giving Campaign, where each year thousands of dollars are raised to help the people of our community. This report will be automatically sent to those who have donated to the Foundation in the most recent years, or those who have specifically requested it. If you do not receive a paper version and are interested in viewing this report; you can request a paper copy by contacting our office at 573-324-2111 or by visiting our web page at www.pikecountyhealth.org.

Thank you for your continued support!

Melaney Mathis, Chairman
Rhonda Stumbaugh, President